For the first time since Glacier High School opened 11 years ago, long-time administrator, Callie Langohr, will be serving our district’s schools, staff and students as the Assistant Superintendent. While she will be dearly missed at GHS, we are very grateful for her continued leadership in this new role.

I consider it an incredible honor to step into the role of principal and look forward to welcoming staff and students for the 2018-2019 school year! I have to pinch myself at times as I consider my great fortune to be selected as the next leader for this great school. Having served as the assistant principal since GHS opened in 2007, I am passionate about our school and welcome the opportunity to lead the Wolfpack community. I have a broad understanding of our school – the staff, students, community and culture. I am very proud of the core values - “Glacier Grit” and “Glacier Gratitude” that have become the bedrock of our school culture. I am committed to continuing a legacy of success and excellence, carrying on our strong traditions, and fulfilling our goal that Glacier High is one of the top high schools in the nation.

In his book, The Slight Edge, author Jeff Olson writes about the secret to success and a simple, yet powerful approach we can take to cultivate success in all areas of our lives: “Simple daily disciplines – little productive actions, repeated consistently over time – add up to the difference between failure and success.” As a high-performing school we have to constantly evaluate how we continue to improve and be better. The simple answer is to keep doing the little things that got us where we are today; approach each day, each interaction, each decision with positive intention.

This year, GHS will be embracing the theme “Get the Edge” to foster in our students, staff, and community the pursuit of excellence in all that we do – our education, our work, our relationships, and our activities. Each positive action we take, however slight, will result in amazing things over time. I welcome everyone to join with us as we continue to work towards excellence. I look forward to a great year!

A big thank you to the Kalispell and Wolfpack community who faithfully continue to support our success.

Micah Hill
Principal, GHS